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Who am I? PhD student in Computer Engineering 


@ Polytechnique Montréal (MCIS Lab)

Currently working with interaction among software 
developers in open source communities


- communication style

- developers’ behavior

- cross-cultural differences

- impact on code contributions

- …

isabella.ferreira@
polymtl.ca

/isabellaferreira

/isabellavieira

@isaferreira_57
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Communication and interaction with people is part of our 
daily life

How does it happen in a large group of people with shared 
goals (i.e., open source communities)?

●Raise awareness about civil communication


●Learn from the community how communication happens 
in practice

Goal of this BOF:
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Civility in open source 
communities

Code of Conduct

Communication 
Examples

Auto Detection of Uncivil 
Communication

What is this BOF about?

The discussions are about the communication/message itself, and not about the people involved in the 
discussions
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What is civility? 
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What is civility  
to you? 
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http://bit.ly/email_examples

Live survey 
Communication examples

http://bit.ly/email_examples


�8Discussion of survey answers
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http://bit.ly/civil_com

Live survey 
Civility in Open Source Communities

http://bit.ly/civil_com


�10Discussion of survey answers
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How to solve the 
problem?



�12Code of Conduct establishes positive behaviors
Debian Linux Kernel
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http://bit.ly/codecond

Live survey 
Code of Conduct

http://bit.ly/codecond


�14Discussion of survey answers



Initial idea to measure civility �15

Sentiment analysis Emotion analysis

Tools:
Senti4SD


IBM Watson
IBM Watson
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LKML Mailing List

Jan 2017 - Jan 2019



Equal proportion of positive and negative e-mail threads

LKML
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Sentiment changes across releases and months �18



Challenges for Auto Detection �19

Different conversation 
styles: sarcasm, irony, 

frustration

Is it really civil? uncivil? 
What about the perception of 

insiders and outsiders?

Target and context 
of the conversation

Granularity of 
analysis



Sentiment Analysis in Communication Examples �20

Didn't we learn this lesson already with "X" ? i.e. that dumping filesystem 
code in staging on the assumption "the community" will fix it up when 
nobody in "the community" uses or can even test that filesystem is a broken 
development model....

Senti4SD: Negative 
IBM Watson: Negative



Sentiment Analysis in Communication Examples �21

I still don't see the need to re-initialize the input parts of “X” on each loop iteration 
unless you can show the need for it (e.g. a buggy hypervisor version not 
conforming to the interface specification).I don't feel really strong about it and let 
“Y” the maintainer for the “Z” parts decide. I don't feel strongly about this either - I 
think this patch is good enough. I'll apply to “W”. I think this patch should be 
backported to stable trees because the issue could appear depending on the 
compiler. 

Senti4SD: Positive 
IBM Watson: Negative



Sentiment Analysis in Communication Examples �22

Could we just avoid this existing ABC non sense in multiple places by keeping 
the *abc.de unit consistent with ABC*ABC_DE ? Since we only want to keep ccm 
size to kb granularity. And while at it, rename @de placeholder in X to Z. Well 
when I started to look at that I understood that in case of W smallest K is R bytes 
which won't fit in our F grained solution. So it looks like instead of moving to 
"abc_de" we have to stay with what we have and moreover add support of that R 
corner-case becase ABC(K) = 0.

Senti4SD: Neutral 
IBM Watson: Negative
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Open discussion 

What are the pros and cons of auto 
detection of uncivil behavior? 

http://bit.ly/civility_plumbers
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Open discussion 

What are the pros and cons of auto 
detection of uncivil behavior? 

● Is it censorship?

●Would auto detection discourage you to contribute to this community?

●Does it impact/slow down software development?

http://bit.ly/civility_plumbers
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If you would like to participate on our research by 
answering surveys and sharing your experience, 

please add your email to our mailing list:

http://bit.ly/emails_research


